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1. Introduction. Let (A, p) be a metric space, let dim (X) be the

covering dimension of X, and let do(X, p) be the metric dimension of

X. Let d2 and dz denote the metric-dependent dimension functions for

metric spaces introduced by Nagami and Roberts [7], and let d$ be

the metric-dependent dimension function defined by Hodel [2]. A

summary of the relationships among these dimension functions for

(X, p) is the following:

d2(X,p) g d3(X,p) ^ d6(X,p) ^ d0(X,p) ^ dim(A) :g 2dz(X,p).

In 1957, V. I. Egorov [l] characterized the dimension function d0

in terms of Lebesgue covers as follows:

Theorem. Let (X, p) be a metric space. Then d0(X, p)^nif and only

if every Lebesgue cover of X has an open refinement of order ^n + 1.

In 1966, J. B. Wilkinson [9] similarly characterized the dimension

function dt.

Theorem. Let (X, p) be a metric space. Then d$(X, p)^nif and only

if every finite Lebesgue cover of X has an open refinement of order ^ n +1.

In this paper we continue the study of Lebesgue characterization

of metric-dependent dimension functions. In §2 we give a Lebesgue

cover characterization of d2. In §3 and §4 we introduce two new

metric-dependent dimension functions, d6 and di, and characterize

them in terms of Lebesgue covers.

Definition. Let A be a set and g= {<g\: A£A} be a collection of

collections of subsets of A. For each X£A, let 9^ = {Ga: aEA\). Then

a {s4 = {riGa{M: a(\) ei^eA).
xga

Definition. Throughout this paper J will denote the set

{l, 2, • • ■ , w + l} and J' = J\j{n + 2}, where the integer n will al-

ways be understood.
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2. Characterization of d2. The reader is referred to the papers by

Nagami and Roberts [7] and by Hodel [2] for the definitions of the

dimension functions d0, d2, d3, and d6. Note that in some papers do

and p dim are synonomous.

Definition 2.1. Let 9= {Ga: aEA} be a cover of a metric space

(X, p). We say that 9 is uniformly shrinkable if there exists a real

number 5>0 and a cover ?= { Fa: aEA} such that

(1) i7CG«forallae^.
(2) p(77, AT-Ga) >5 for all aeA

Theorem 2.2. Let 9 be a cover of a metric space (A7 p). Then 9 is a

Lebesgue cover of X if and only if 9 is uniformly shrinkable.

Proof (Necessity). Let 9= {Ga: aEA} he a Lebesgue cover of

iX, p) with Lebesgue number 5>0. Define for each aEA,

Fa = {x E X: pix, iX - Ga)) ^ 8/3}.

Clearly FaEGa lor all aEA. Let xEX. Since 9 is Lebesgue, 5(x, 5/2)

CG3 for some BEA. Hence xEFp so that ff = { Fa: aEA } covers X.

Note that J is actually a Lebesgue cover, since 5(x, 8/6) EF^ above.

(Sufficiency). Suppose g= {Ga:aEA} is uniformly shrinkable to

5={Fa: aEA}, where piFa, X-Ga)>8 for all aEA. Let xEX.

Since JF covers X, xEFp lor some BEA. Therefore, Six, 8)EGp, and

hence g is Lebesgue.

Construction Lemma. Let X be a normal space, {Ga: aEA} a

locally finite open collection, and {Fa: aEA} a closed collection such

that FaEGafor all aEA. If Q=AaeA{Ga, X — Fa} has an open refine-

ment of order gre + 1, then there exist closed sets Ba separating Fa and

X — Gafor each aEA such that ord{-Ba: aEA } gre.

Proof. The proof proceeds essentially the same as the proof of

[8, II, 5, B].

Theorem 2.3. Let (X, p) be a metric space. Then d2iX, p) gre if and

only if for every collection {g<: iEJ} of n + l binary Lebesgue covers of

X, the cover 9 = A tej 9» °f X has an open refinement of order ^ re +1.

Proof (Necessity).Supposed2iX,p)^wand let 9,= {G,-, X — Fi},

iEJ, be a collection of re + 1 binary Lebesgue covers of X. Let

9 = A iej 9<• We may assume each 9j to be an open cover by Theorem

2.2. It is clear that p(F„ X-G/) >0 for iEJ- Since d2iX, p)^n, there

exist for each iEJ, open subsets Ui of X such that

(1) FiEUiEiU/)-EGi.
(2) ord{HUi)--Ui):iEJ}^n.
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Define IW0 = A,e/} Ut, X — (Ui)~). Clearly W0 satisfies

(1) Wo covers X-\JieJ B( where B,= (Ui)~- U{.

(2) IF£CW0 implies there exists G£g such that WQG.

(3) ordCWo)^l.

(4) Wi, TF2GWoimplies (IFi)-rW2 = 0 = WXC\(W2)- if IFi ^ W2.

Step 1. Define Ji = J—{i),Jij = J—{i,j}, etc. Also let

8,- =   A   { Uj, X - (Uj)-}    and    Vx = [B( C\ E: E £ 8,-, i £ /} •
jeJi

Note that Vx is a partition of all points of order 1 with respect to

{Bi: iEJ) ■ Also for different F and V in Vx we have as in (4) above

Vr\V' = 0=VC\(V')-.
Since A is completely normal and Vx is finite, there exists a collec-

tion Wi of pairwise disjoint open subsets of X each containing one

member of Vx. Hence ord(°Wi) ^1, so that ord(W0WWi) ^2. Also we

may assume that fF£Wi implies there exists a GEQ such that

WQG. Otherwise, we intersect W with G to obtain this property.

Step 2. As in Step 1 define &i,j = Akzji,,.{ Uk, X-(Uk)~) and V2

= {(Bir\Bj)r\E: EE&ij, i, jEJ, *Vj|. As before 1)2 is a partition

of all points of order 2 with respect to {B^. iEJ) such that for dif-

ferent F and V in 1)2, we have again VC\V' = 0 = Vr\(V')~. Thus

there exists a collection Vi>2 of pairwise disjoint open subsets of X each

containing one member of °U2. Therefore, ord(W2)^l, and hence

ordCWoVJWiUWa) ^3. We may assume WQG for every TF£W2and

for some G£g.

Now continue this process through step ra, and define W =U?_0 *W<.

Since ord {5,-: *£/} g«, "W covers A. Also W <g and ord(W) ^« + l

by construction. Therefore "W is the desired open cover.

(Sufficiency). Let { C„ Ci : iEl} be a collection of ra + 1 pairs of

disjoint closed sets such that p(d, C/)>0 for iEJ- Since g*

= {X— d, X — Ci } is a binary Lebesgue cover of X, cj=Aiej Qi has a

refinement of order ^n + 1. By the Construction Lemma there exist

closed sets Bi separating d and Ci such that ord {23,-: iEJ) ^n.

Hence d2(X, p) ^ra.

Theorem 2.4. Let (X, p) be a metric space. Then d2(X, p)f$n if and

only if every Lebesgue cover Q = {Gx, G2, • ■ ■ , Gn+2} of X consisting of

n + 2 members has an open refinement of order ^ra + 1.

Proof (Necessity). Suppose d2(X, p)^n, and let g= {Gx, G2, ■ ■ ■ ,

Gn+2) be a Lebesgue cover of X with Lebesgue number 5>0. As in

Theorem 2.2 define

Fi = {x E X: p(x, X - GO ̂  8/3}
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for each iEJ', so that JF= { jFi, Fi, - • • , Fn+2} is a uniform shrink of

9. Since {G,-, X — Fi} is a Lebesgue cover of X for iEJ, by Theorem

2.3 $* = Ais=j{Gi, X — Fi} has an open refinement 11 such that

ord(ll) :Sre + l. But 9* refines 9 since ff covers X. Hence 11 is the

desired open cover.

(Sufficiency). Let {d, Cl :iEJ] be a collection of re + 1 pairs of

disjoint closed sets such that pid, Cl)=8i>0 for iEJ- Define

5 = min(0i: iEJ), Gi = Sid, 8/2), ifl = (5(Ci, 8/4))- for iEJ, and
Gn+i = X — (Jiej H{. Since g= {Gi, Gi, • • ■ , Gn+i} is a Lebesgue cover

of X by construction, g has an open refinement 11= { Ua: aEA }

such that ord(lt) gw-f-1. Let / be the function, f:A-^J', defined

by fia) = smallest integer iEJ' such that UaC~Gi. Now define

f7 = U{ Ua'-fia) =i} for iEJ'- Hence we may assume that It

= { U\, Ut, • • • , Un+i} with the order unchanged. Define

Ei = {x E Ci-. x E Ui},       Si = SiEi, 5/8),        V{ = U( U S{

for iEJ, and Vn+2=Un+2. Since Sif~\Gn+2 = 0 for iEJ, then V

= {Vi, V2, ■ • ■ , V„+2} is an open cover of X such that ord(°U) gre + 1

and CiEVi lor iEJ- Since V is finite there exists a closed cover

5={Fi, Fit ■ ■ ■ , Fn+2} of X such that dQFiQVi for iEJ' [5,
Lemma 1.5]. Thus X normal implies there exist open sets W( such

that 7C^C(^7C7 lor iEJ. Define Bi=iW/)~-Wi for iEJ-
Clearly Bi separates d from Cl for iEJ- We assert 0iej Bt = 0.

Suppose there exists a point xEOhej Bi. Then x(£.Fi for iEJ' Hence

xEFn+2EVn+2. But xei7 for iEJ, so that xE(¥±? Vt. This is a
contradiction since ord(U) g« + l. Hence <7(A7 p) gre.

3. The dimension function d6.

Definition 3.1. Let (X, p) be a metric space. If X = 0, d^X, p)

= — 1. Otherwise, d&iX, p) gre if (X, p) satisfies this condition:

(D6) Given any countable collection of closed pairs {C,-, C/:

i = l, 2, - - - } such that there exists 5>0 with

(1) pid, C,0 > 5 for all 7
(2) {X-Ci:i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ } is locally finite,

then there exist closed sets Bt separating d from Cl such that

ord{Bt: i = l, 2, ■•• }g». If dtiX, p) g« is true and <7(X, p) gw-1

is false, then <7(X, p) =re.

Note that d6(X, p) =<7(X, p) by definition.

Theorem 3.2. Let (X, p) be a metric space. Then i6(X, p)^n if and

only if every countable, locally finite Lebesgue cover has an open refine-

ment of order S n +1 ■

Proof (Necessity). This proof is exactly the same as the proof of

the necessity of Theorem 4.2 below and hence is omitted.
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(Sufficiency). Let {d, Ci : i = l, 2, • ■ ■ } be a countable collec-

tion of closed pairs satisfying property (D6). Since {X — Ci:

i = l,2, • ■ ■ } is locally finite, g = A41i{ A—Ci, A —C/} is a countable

locally finite Lebesgue cover of X. Thus g has an open refinement of

order ^n + 1 and hence by the Construction Lemma, de(X, p)^ra.

Theorem 3.3. Let (X, p) be a metric space. Every countable Lebesgue

cover of X has a countable locally finite Lebesgue refinement.

Proof. This proof is a modification of [2, Lemma 2.2]. Let

g = {Gi, G2, • • • } be a Lebesgue cover of X with Lebesgue number

5>0. Define Ft= {x£A: p(x, A-Gi)^5/2} for all i. Then S
= {Fi, F2, ■ ■ ■ } covers A as before. Define L7i = Gi-Uy<i(5(F3-, 5/8))-

for all i, and 11 = { Ui, U2, ■ ■ • }. Clearly 11 refines g in a 1-1 manner.

We assert that It is a locally finite Lebesgue cover of X.

(1) Let x£A. Choose the smallest i such that x£(5(F,-, 5/8))~.

Then xEGi — l)j<i(S(Fj, 8/8))~=Ui. Hence 11 covers x.

(2) Let xEX. Choose the smallest i such that x£S(F,-, 5/8). Then

S(Fi, 8/&)C\Uj = 0 for j>i, so that 11 is locally finite.

(3) Let x£A. Choose the smallest i such that S(x, 5/8)

r^(S(Fi, 8/8))~^0. Then S(x, 8/8)CGi-Uj<i(S(Fj, 5/8))-= U{.
Hence 11 is Lebesgue.

From Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 we have the following.

Theorem 3.4. Let (X, p) be a metric space. Then d6(X, p)^nif and

only if every countable Lebesgue cover has an open refinement of order

^ra + 1.

Corollary 3.5. Let (X, p) be a separable metric space. Then

ds(X, p)=d0(X, p).

Corollary 3.6 (Hodel). Let (X, p) be a separable metric space.

Then d6(X, p) =d0(X, p).

4. The dimension function di.

Definition 4.1. Let (X, p) be a metric space. If X = 0, then

di(X,p) = — 1. Otherwise, di(X, p) graif (X, p) satisfies this condition:

(D7) Given any collection of closed pairs {Ca, Ca : a£^4 } such that

there exists 5>0 with

(1) p(Ca, C„')>5 for all a£A,

(2) JA-C«': a EA) is locally finite,
then there exist closed sets Ba separating Ca and Ca' such that

ord{-B„: aEA) gra. If di(X, p)gw is true, and di(X, p)^ra —1 is

false, then di(X, p) =ra.

Theorem 4.2. Let (X, p) be a metric space. Then di(X, p)Sn if and

only if every locally finite Lebesgue cover has a refinement of order ^w + 1.
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Proof (Necessity). Suppose <7(X, p) gre, and let g= {Ga: aEA }

be a locally finite Lebesgue cover of X with Lebesgue number 5>0.

By Theorem 2.2 g is uniformly shrinkable to a closed cover ff

= {Fa: aEA} such that FaEGa and p(F„, X-G„) Si5/3 for all «e^.

Since <7(X, p) = re there exist closed sets S„ and open sets Ua and £7'

which satisfy the following conditions:

(1) Ba separates Fa and X — Ga for all aEA.

(2) X-Ba=Ua\jUd for all ae^.
(3) I7on £7' = 0 for all aGi.
(4) ord{Ba: aEA} ^n.

Since X is paracompact there exist open sets Va such that BaE Va

EGa for all aEA, and ord{F«: aEA} gw [6, Theorem 1.3]. Let

U = { F«: aEA }. Define 11 = A«ga { £7, £7' } which is a locally finite
open cover of X — \JaeA Ba, since g is locally finite. Also ord(lt) ^ 1,

and C/eil implies that there exist some GpEQ such that UEGp.

Thus g* = cUAJTJ is an open refinement of g and ord(g*) gre + 1.

(Sufficiency). Suppose every locally finite Lebesgue cover of X

has an open refinement of order ^w + 1. Let { Ca, Cd : aEA } be any

collection of closed pairs satisfying condition (D7) above. Then

{X — Ca, X — Cd } is a binary open Lebesgue cover of X for each aEA.

Since {X-Cd: aEA} is locally finite, g=A«eJi{X-Ca, X-Cd }

is a locally finite Lebesgue cover of X. Hence g has an open refine-

ment of order ^w + 1. Therefore, by the Construction Lemma there

exist closed sets Ba such that Ba separates Ca and Cd for each aEA

and ord{5„: aEA } ̂ re. Hence <7(X, p) gre.
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